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What is Chow Chow BSC 

Chow Chow BSC is a unique memecoin project in the BSC Ecosystem that combines the power of 

blockchain technology with the vibrant memecoin community. Our mission is to create a safe and 

inclusive space where members can engage, express themselves, and explore the world of crypto. 

 

Tokenomics 

 

Chow Chow BSC total supply is 8,000,000 tokens. The initial token distribution takes place on Uniswap. 

For every buy order, $Chow applies total of 9% tax, while a 2% tax is levied on each sell order, directly 

injecting tokens into the Uniswap liquidity pool.This approach ensures transparency, with no hidden 

fees or team funding charges. It ensures that users can trade the token freely without any additional 

costs and keeps developers on an equal footing with regular investors. Chow Chow BSC pays 1% 

$CHOW Auto Rewards to holders on every transaction while 6% tax going to fund project. 

 

Roadmap 

 

Phase 1 

Launch 

Website Release 

Liquidity Locked 

Contract Renounced 

Whitepaper Release 

Fill BSCScan basic data  

CoinGecko/Coinmarketcap Lis$ngs 

1,000+ Holders 

Get Chow Chow BNC Trending on Twi+er 

 

Phase 2 

Community Partnerships digital newsle+er 

Forma$on of token gated discord group, Chow, for holders, more details tba 

CEX Lis$ngs 10,000+holders 

 

Phase 3 

T1 Exchange Listings 100,000+ holders 

Meme Takeover 
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Meet the Team and Advisors Behind $CHOW  

 

Core Team Members: The core team behind $CHOW comprises highly skilled 

professionals with diverse backgrounds and exper$se. The team consists of experienced 

individuals who have a deep understanding of blockchain technology, finance, 

marke$ng, and project management. 

Roles and Responsibili$es:  

Telegram Username $Lujuusl. Roles: Smart contract development and security, community management 

and marke$ng. 

Advisors: These advisors bring valuable insights, industry connec$ons, and exper$se in various domains. 

While we won’t men$on specific names, the advisory team comprises individuals with a deep 

understanding of the crypto industry, finance, and business development. They provide strategic advice and 

assist in making informed decisions that propel $CHOW towards its goals. 

The team and advisors of $CHOW are commi+ed to transparency, professionalism, and the long-term 

success of the project. They ac$vely engage with the community, listen to feedback, and work diligently to 

address concerns and improve the token’s ecosystem. 

It’s important to note that Chow Chow BSC success is not solely dependent on the team and advisors. The 

project thrives on community engagement and par$cipa$on. The team ac$vely encourages community 

members to provide feedback, ask ques$ons, and contribute ideas. This collabora$ve approach ensures that 

this project remains community-driven and aligned with the interests of its holders. 

 

Join the Chow Chow BSC  

Community 

 

Twi+er h+ps://twi+er.com/Chow_Chow_Bsc 

Telegram h+ps://t.me/ChowwBsc 

Website h+p://chowchowbsc.com/ 

 

Contract Address : 0xd3e19c941759885d2e151a84ccf65c12fa6bdaa1 

 

Talk to Us 

support@chowchowbsc.com 


